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Open Model and Digital Books, the MO3T Hypothesis 

 

Let’s mark July 18th, 2012 with a red letter. This was the day Google adapted 

Google Play to the selling of digital books. From then on, nothing can stop the three 

giants of the market, Amazon, Google and Apple (aka AGA) from capturing most of 

the value of the digital book market in France, after having succeeded in taking over  

the American one and excluding de facto the traditional book chains. Which 

problems does this monopolistic-ish situation raise, for the physical as well as the 

digital market? 

 

An ecosystem in jeopardy 

 

The first victims you know very well: the independent bookstores, where you 

stop on your way home to browse through some new books while the owner gives his 

opinion on the latest Michel Houellebecq – a much-discussed author. These represent 

20% of the paper sales in France. In this new economic model, they get zilch from the 

online sales, hence a further drop in their already tarnished turnover (profits are 0.3% 

in 2010, 0.4% less then 2009) 1 . This is called the cannibalization process: the 

competition of online sales leads to a crash in paper sales through the closure of sales 

points. Eventually, paper books come to their end in France. 

Bookstores are not the only 

ones to suffer from this situation: the 

publishers’ contracts stipulate that 

AGA should give them a fixed 

percentage on each sale2. Since the 

dealings with AGA entail a drop in 

the publishers’ revenues, the author’s 

share is diminishing as well since the 

two are linked. Publishers no longer 

control the prices of books, as was the case after the historic Lang Bill of 1981. 

The consequences? A deregulated competition between paper and digital sales, 

an ever-growing cannibalization and there again, the end of paper books in France 

 

An oligopoly resting on vertical integration 

 

Let’s go back after the first battles when the trench war began. Each firm used 

vertical integration to split supply into pieces and secure its market share. They ruled 

                                                        
1 Chiffres-clés du secteur du livre 2010-2011, Observatoire de l’économie du livre 
2 Modèles économiques d’un marché naissant : le livre numérique, Françoise Benhamou et Olivia Guillon, 2010, DEPS 

There is another phenomenon, virtuous 

complementarity: it predicts the number of readers to 

increase as the digital sales do so, and these new 

readers take to reading, happily ending ever after 

through the doors of a bookstore to buy brick and 

mortar books. The whole problem is to strike the 

balance between those two processes so that these two 

chains may survive along with the two types of sales, 

both physical and digital. 
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out users interoperability, which did not benefit their business model. The more 

protected the formats, the more closed the software, the more locked the devices – 

and of course, the less user-friendly. Meanwhile, our good old paper books are only 

locked by their writing tongue. 

But vertical integration has now a second consequence: it prevents competition 

from entering the market, since the barriers to entry (the profitability threshold for a 

newcomer) are so high that entering would represent too risky an investment. Format 

innovation, interoperability innovation and cloud computing innovation are 

completely ruled out – and publishers have no incentive whatsoever to adapt their 

content to seize the endless possibilities of enhanced reading, new reading devices, 

which we are merely starting to acknowledge. 

 

More could be done for the users of course, but who cares if one cannot make 

money out of it? 

 

The open model hypothesis: a landmark for the French Cultural Exception 

policy 

 

Let’s ask ourselves the right question: who would be willing to invest today to 

enhance the user experience without expecting short-term returns on investment? 

And more importantly, what should (s)he invest in? 

The first question is an easy one: the State. France has always implemented 

cultural policies that protect and develop its huge patrimony. France has always 

subsidized culture, not merely with money for building but also with ambitions to 

realize3 – the film industry, the book industry, the music industry. The only return on 

investment expected was cultural soft power, in or beyond its borders. 

France should invest in digital books to become a pioneer of the sector, with 

leading firms at the very heart of its industrial base. Let’s look now in what it should 

invest. 

 

An original and ambitious solution lies within the MO3T project4 (Modèle 

Ouvert 3 Tiers). You would buy Marc Lévy’s or Frédéric Beigbeder’s latest book for 

the summer to read on the beach (or longer if you really insist on reading them 

twice) and they would be available anywhere anytime and on all your devices: one 

unique digital locker to store all your contents and reading rights. From then on, just 

ask and your book will be downloaded to your iPad/Nook/Nexus/Kobo/iPhone/Kindle 

or any other of your reading devices. What’s more, this project does not need massive 

investment: €3m have already been granted, and it is very likely to be sufficient. 

 

                                                        
3 Press Conference of the French President François Hollande in Avignon on 15/07/2012 
4 http://www.mo3t.org 

http://www.elysee.fr/president/les-actualites/conferences-de-presse/2012/point-presse-de-m-le-president-de-la-republique.13657.html
http://www.mo3t.org/
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This would be the occasion to go 

from selling contents towards selling 

rights. The reader buys the right to access 

the content anywhere, anytime and on all 

devices, with a format fitted to the context. 

Of course, to get there, existing 

players have to adapt: publishers have to 

create neutral files so that they can fit all 

the devices, bookstores have to include in 

their activity the sales of rights, and a 

third player has to come in, the digital 

locker. He is in charge of managing his 

clients’ databases and ensuring the 

availability of contents. 

They interact following the rules of 

the MO3T project: a Global Distribution 

System appears to mediate and enforce 

the independence of the three types of 

players. This independence is at the very core of the model as the only guarantee of 

its sustainability, since nothing relies on the survival of one single actor and the 

innovation dynamic is not threatened by a monopolistic-ish situation. 

 

It’s all about competition for the clients and not turnover. Imagine a genius 

coming up with the idea that ought to revolutionize digital reading. Under AGA, this 

revolution is likely to be buried deep – costly, risky, it would only harm the fragile 

competition balance these three have found. With MO3T, this idea becomes an actor, 

takes its share of the market and everyone has to adapt to stay in the game. The 

opportunity of this idea being French – for a change – will obviously strengthen 

France’s position in the global economy, not to mention the incentive for its forces of 

innovation. 

 

What’s the horizon? A demonstrator could be ready in less than a year, 

allowing for everyone to come together and find common ground for developing 

new standards. Six months thereafter, the Global Distribution System with shared 

governance could be born. Two years from now, France and Europe could achieve the 

Digital Single Market5 they have been waiting for so long. 
 

  

 

 

                                                        
5 Communication of the European Commission and memo of the French Center of Strategic Analysis (CAS) 

The advantages of the MO3T model  

 

First of all, the ecosystem’s 

equilibrium is not in jeopardy anymore. 

Bookstores are preserved, they continue 

advising readers according to their tastes 

while offering them the opportunity to buy 

digital books. Publishers are preserved too 

- they just need to adapt the contents to the 

different devices – that is, shape up the 

contents for the readers, which is already 

their business today. They get a percentage 

on digital sales as they did on physical 

sales. A third actor appears: the digital 

locker. In all likelihood, 

Telecommunications Companies will be the 

first to occupy that spot, since they are the 

only ones to guarantee sufficient coverage 

for a reliable access to your cloud. 

http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/e-commerce/communication_2012_en.htm
http://www.strategie.gouv.fr/content/l%E2%80%99agenda-numerique-europeen-note-d%E2%80%99analyse-223
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European Cultural Exception 101 
 

While the physical book sales shrink even in the countries where there has 

been massive investment to preserve them from the assaults of the digital world, the 

European Commission rules in favour of an ever-growing liberalisation – one of their 

first victims will be the single price of digital books voted in France in 2011 – which 

can only favour the overseas giants. There could be more to it than that. 

It could be the first step towards a European cultural policy, a policy awaited 

by more than one market of cultural goods but which we will only examine here 

through the lense of the book industry, starting with a question: how come everyone 

in Europe, the cradle of Gutenberg and the book industry, failed to appear as global 

actors in the digital books market? One could have expected the Old Continent to 

fight a bit more … 

 

You need to have a structuring, regulating, innovation-friendly policy to help 

build the infrastructural European underpinnings of an efficient complex market 

such as that one. By supporting MO3T, the European Union would provide for its 

industry a hinterland comparable in size with that of AGA (Europe vs USA + Canada). 

Such a policy would give to its industry the courage to bridge the digital gap between 

both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. The MO3T, as a global infrastructure, will provide a 

regulated framework for fair competition to occur between AGA and our bookstores, 

booksellers and digital lockers – not a fight between David and Goliath. A new 

market would appear for us Europeans to conquer and seize a seat at the grown-ups 

table. If we do not do this, the others will take 95% of market share – and run 

roughshod over the European chain of creation of paper books. 

 

Europe has saved its agriculture with the CAP, let it save its book industry with 

such a political tool at the same European level. 

It has been ten years since the music majors failed to pull off their digital 

transition – the MO3T now offers the book the opportunity to get it right. 

 

 

 

 

A contribution of the Ecole Polytechnique, by Hugo Zylberberg and Florent Facq. 


